SOUTH WIMBLEDON BUSINESS AREA - ACCESSIBILITY AND SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS

- Proposed mini roundabout at JUBILEE WAY / WINSOR AVENUE / DEER PARK ROAD
- Proposed layout at LOMBARD ROAD / MORDEN ROAD / NURSERY ROAD

Key:
- Proposed green surface dressing for unsegregated pedestrian/cyclist area
- Proposed raised table with uncontrolled pedestrian crossing facilities
- Proposed uncontrolled pedestrian refuge
- Proposed waiting restriction (at any time)
- Proposed loading/unloading restrictions (at any time)

Existing features to be removed:
- Proposed resurfaced gravel for unsegregated pedestrian/cyclist area
- Proposed raised Gresatec tactile paving slabs
- Proposed raised Gresatec tactile paving slabs

Location:
- South Wimbledon Business Area
- Multiple streets and roads including:
  - JUBILEE WAY
  - WINSOR AVENUE
  - DEER PARK ROAD
  - LOMBARD ROAD
  - MORDEN ROAD
  - NURSERY ROAD
  - LOMBAR ROAD

Note:
- Reproduced from O.S. maps with the permission of the Controller of H.M.S.O. Crown Copyright Reserved. Unauthorised reproduction infringes copyright laws and may lead to prosecution.
- Street Scene & Waste Management: Merton Council
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LOMBARD ROAD
(FROM 17 LOMBARD ROAD TO DEER PARK ROAD (EASTERN ARM))

- Proposed Resin Bound Gravel for Unsegregated Pedestrian/Cyclist Area
- Proposed Green Surface Dressing for Cycle Lane (1.5m Width)
- Proposed Raised Table with Uncontrolled Pedestrian Crossing Facilities
- Proposed Existing Features to be Removed
- Proposed Uncontrolled Pedestrian Refuge
- Proposed Loading/Unloading Restrictions (at any time)
- Proposed Bump Surface Dressing for Cycle Lane (1.5m Width)

Street Scene & Waste Management & Transport
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